ADVANCED NAVIGATION
Driver-friendly vehicle route planning
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Plan safer, more efficient trips..
Safety starts with knowing the vehicle, its load, and restrictions for timely
and safe delivery. Drivers choose their vehicle routing preferences that
best fit the trip ahead—and that accommodates their particular vehicle.
They set vehicle sizes for appropriate clearance for height, weight, length
and maximum elevation, so their vehicle and load aren’t damaged in
transit. Drivers also customize their route guidance information, including
turn warnings, alerts and road restrictions.
To reduce distractions, drivers can disable map view enable audio
warnings, as well as lock the application while the vehicle is in motion.
Plus, they’ll receive notifications only when necessary, so they can focus
on the road.

Navigate like it’s second nature.
Advanced Navigation requires minimal driver training. Drivers follow
visual and audio guidance to cruise through a user-friendly interface. And
they can also set the color scheme and language preference for
navigation.

Features and Capabilities
• Efficient, practical routes
• Low bridge warnings
• Easy-to-use interface
• Streamlined route entry
• Vehicle Routing Profiles
• Safety View
• Motion Lock
• 5MM points of interest
• Zonar Logs™ integration
• Over-the-air map updates
• In-app help
• 24/7/365, U.S.-based technical
support from Zonar Customer
Success
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To create a route, they enter an address or select a
destination on the map. Drivers also set preferences
for 2D or 3D maps, distances for clear-turn, multi-lane
guidance as well as warnings for upcoming turns, speed
limits and rollover potential—all with audible turn-byturn and real-time map updating. Plus, when they need
something while on the road, drivers can access more
than five million points of interest.

Efficient routes, efficient operations.
Advanced Navigation makes your bottom line healthier.
Planning efficient routes translates into fuel efficiency
and reduced number of out-of-route miles. So does
planning trips optimized for the loads and number
of required stops, even multiple stops. Advanced
Navigation enables drivers to plan approved fuel
stops to save money and rest stops to meet their HoS
requirements.
Advanced Navigation also integrates with Zonar Logs™
to display drivers’ hours-of-service time. Drivers who
plan ahead to stay Hours of Service (HoS) compliant
make the most of their time—and yours.

Plan routes that accommodate each vehicle.
Most fleets consist of vehicles of different sizes and
different load types, including hazmat loads. Using
Advanced Navigation, drivers access Vehicle Routing
Profiles, which contain vehicle dimensions, toll
avoidance and hazmat codes—and still select other
stops and waypoints. Such flexibility and customization
result in safe, legal routes that avoid restricted roads yet
empowers drivers to tailor their routes.

For more information, visit www.zonarsystems.com

